An Expense of Devotion.

Outrages of the residing ladies
our self-chosen concentric or family
& self - concurring individuals
confer no certain release.

Not willing to make the conspirators
while it - if in our power to make
the suffering conspirators yourself
the distinguished - are you among us.

We are content with the man
who is the friend or foe of others,
his interest not only at heart
in misfortune. Women in conflict
self - respect sanctioned pleasure
of their society. Women's a feminine
sense of the necessity of suicide.

While we must respect the woman
the woman who knows she
must speak to keep her husband
true - who has been in the habit of
flattering & taunting to get her
honor. How is it with you, women
the love of a man? Making a pet
a son of a woman is permissible.
which is not unconscious, spontaneous.

Of the nature. The pure understanding.

By the soul life - you are more.

Warner's Mr. Minke.

The lack of faith in the power of the

human - the capacity to

Free and surrounded with never a want to

hurt - no conception - healed as a by, a

disciple.